Unit 1

Now that you have done the Speaking and Writing tasks, revise these words and expressions.

Words from the Speaking Appendix (page 158)
- it’s ... great, awful, quiet
- study/work abroad/with tourists
- tinned food, bottled water, medicines
- they panic, they’re scared, some people stay calm
- drown, be trapped, falling buildings

Words from the Writing Appendix (page 166) and page 13
- donate
- condition
- second-hand
- All the best
- It’s taking place/being held in ...

Complete each sentence with one or two words. The words and expressions above will help you.
1. After the earthquake, hundreds of people were ________ under fallen buildings.
2. The concert will be ________ an old empty factory.
3. Jake is studying languages because he wants to work ________.
4. All the money that people ________ will help provide clean water for people in need.
5. The organisation sends ________ food because it doesn’t go bad.
6. It’s an old car, but it’s in really good ________.
7. In a dangerous situation, people shouldn’t panic; they should try to ________.
8. I wish you all ________ for now, and I hope you write back soon.
9. It’s ________ where I live because there’s nothing for people my age to do.
10. If you don’t have enough money for new books, you can buy ________ ones.

Unit 2

Now that you have done the Speaking and Writing tasks, revise these words and expressions.

Words from the Speaking Appendix (page 158)
- pleased, embarrassed, I love it!
- I walk/take the bus/ride my bike/get a lift
- IT (information technology), PE, English
- fast asleep, head on desk
- be rude to teachers

Words from the Writing Appendix (page 166)
- I believe I am/have ...
- I (always/usually) get good marks in ...
- I am ... patient, helpful, good at explaining things, etc
- I think being a peer tutor would be good for me because ...
- valuable experience

Complete each sentence with one or two words. The words and expressions above will help you.
1. Freda is driving to work tomorrow; you might be able to get a ________ from her.
2. The twins are happy because they got really good ________ their maths exam.
3. I ________, I have the right personality for the job.
4. Jed was really ________ about forgetting my name.
5. Our teacher is very ________, and doesn’t mind explaining the same thing again and again.
6. The teacher sent Claire to the head teacher’s office because she was ________ him.
7. Working in the restaurant was a ________: I learnt a lot from it.
8. Remember to bring your sports clothes; we’ve got ________ tomorrow afternoon.
9. Don’t wake him up; he’s ________.
10. Everyone in the class will have the chance to be a peer ________.
Unit 3
Now that you have done the Speaking and Writing tasks, revise these words and expressions.

Words from the Speaking Appendix (page 159) and page 32
- lyrics
- can’t sing along/dance to it
- That sounds good.
- I’m not sure ...
- stress

Words from the Writing Appendix (p.166) and page 33
- You were interested in hearing ...
- How about going to a concert next weekend.
- My hobbies include ...
- In my free time, I ...
- I go … hiking, swimming, horse riding, mountain biking, etc

Complete each sentence with one or two words. The words and expressions above will help you.
1. Your suggestion that we should go to the theatre ___________ really good.
2. A group of us go mountain ___________ at weekends.
3. How ___________ having a picnic on Sunday?
4. You said you were interested ___________ about my hobbies.
5. Linda needs to relax; she’s under too much ___________ at work.
6. I think Tom has that CD, but I’m ___________.
7. He wanted to know what I do in my ___________.
8. We know the words to those songs, so we can sing ___________.
9. Some of my hobbies ___________ chess, swimming and making model planes.
10. I don’t understand the ___________ of that song.

Unit 4
Now that you have done the Speaking and Writing tasks, revise these words and expressions.

Words from the Speaking Appendix (page 159)
- I hate all kinds of shopping.
- it really suits me
- brand new leather jacket
- They seem a bit ...
- Not much/A lot/It depends on ...

Words from the Writing Appendix (page 166)
- In conclusion, On the whole, All in all, ...
- pre-packaged meal
- high in fat/sugar/salt
- crowded
- medical advances

Complete each sentence with one or two words. The words and expressions above will help you.
1. Sharon didn’t have time to cook, so she put a ___________ meal in the microwave.
2. Nobody’s smiling in the photo, so they all ___________ bit sad to me.
3. Thanks for the shirt you sent me. It really ___________.
4. This coat is quite old, but it still looks ___________ new.
5. Peter hates all ___________ shopping. He’d rather play football.
6. Despite recent ___________, this disease still kills thousands of people every year.
7. On ___________, we don’t agree with the decisions he has made.
8. We don’t know if the festival will take place. A lot ___________ the weather.
9. The buses are so ___________ that it’s difficult to find a seat.
10. These cakes taste very sweet because they’re so high in ___________.
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Unit 5

Now that you have done the Speaking and Writing tasks, revise these words and expressions.

**Words from the Speaking Appendix (page 160)**
- peace and quiet
- Not really ... I’m not mad about ...
- use fewer raw materials
- I try to ... I don’t waste ... (electricity, water, etc)
- start a campaign

**Words from the Writing Appendix (page 167)**
- eventually
- in the end
- suddenly
- in the meantime
- relieved

Complete each sentence with one or two words. The words and expressions above will help you.

1. If we all recycled, then we wouldn’t use so many ____________ materials.
2. I’m not ____________ the cinema; I prefer the theatre.
3. We were very ____________ when we heard that they hadn’t been hurt in the accident.
4. We’ve started ____________ at school to show people how to recycle.
5. He wants to open his own shop but, in the ____________, he’s helping in his dad’s shop.
6. It had been warm, but then the weather changed ____________ and it became very cold.
7. After a long difficult journey, we ____________ arrived safely.
8. They had a few problems, but everything was fine ____________ end.
9. Salim likes living in the countryside because he enjoys ____________ quiet.
10. I turn the lights off when I leave a room so that I don’t ____________.

Unit 6

Now that you have done the Speaking and Writing tasks, revise these words and expressions.

**Words from the Speaking Appendix (page 160)**
- spend time with ...
- waiting for change
- as a break from routine
- try new types of food
- for a change

**Words from the Writing Appendix (p.167) and page 63**
- ancient olive grove
- huge skyscraper
- Nevertheless, ...
- the coast
- isolated

Complete each sentence with one or two words. The words and expressions above will help you.

1. We go to Italy every year. Let’s try Spain for ____________.
2. They built their house in the middle of an enormous olive ____________.
3. I paid that waiter because I knew he wouldn’t keep me waiting for ____________.
4. The house was too ____________, so we moved to one nearer the town.
5. I know it’s going to rain at the weekend, ____________, I still plan to go camping.
6. Ms Brown’s office is high up on the top floor of a ____________.
7. I’m going to visit my sister so that I can ____________ with my nephew.
8. The best thing about going on holiday is trying new ____________ food.
9. I grew up near ____________, so I often went fishing.
10. They decided to eat at a restaurant as a break from ____________.
Complete each sentence with one or two words. The words and expressions above will help you.

1. There’s a restaurant in the museum and, what _______ _______ _______ , there’s also a large gift shop.
2. You are not working alone, you are a _______ _______ _______ of a team!
3. The posters on the walls are very _______ _______ _______ , with lots of facts about different animals.
4. The _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ between this zoo and that one is the size of the enclosures.
5. The _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ of this report is to give information about the shops in the area.
6. Julie is a(n) _______ _______ _______ child; she hasn’t got any brothers or sisters.
7. I don’t like pears; I _______ _______ _______ apples.
8. The _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ is that the entrance fee is very expensive.
9. I love watching programmes about _______ _______ _______ _______ on TV.
10. I believe that, on _______ _______ _______ _______ , the zoo is worth visiting.

Complete each sentence with one or two words. The words and expressions above will help you.

1. Some people work so hard that they can hardly ever _______ _______ _______ _______ with their families.
2. I am writing to _______ _______ _______ _______ the summer job advertised in last week’s ‘Teen’ magazine.
3. I would _______ _______ _______ _______ if you could give me some information about the position.
4. I think that the _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ would be to buy Maggie a hand-held recorder.
5. In my opinion, watching TV is a _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ of time!
6. Should I _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ a copy of my English Language Certificate with this letter?
7. I am writing _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ to the weekend job advertised last Saturday.
8. We could give him a year’s _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ to his favourite magazine.
9. Who is going to _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ the washing-up?
10. I look _______ _______ _______ _______ hearing from you soon.
Unit 9

Now that you have done the Speaking and Writing tasks, revise these words and expressions.

Words from the Speaking Appendix (page 162) and page 92
- be born
- the film is set in ...
- I can’t stand ...
- science fiction
- horror movie

Words from the Writing Appendix (page 168) and page 93
- in the meantime
- the moment ...
- enter a competition
- crowded
- deserted

Complete each sentence with one or two words. The words and expressions above will help you.

1. I can’t __________ soap operas – I never watch them!
2. It isn’t often that he decides to __________ competition.
3. Jake’s coming at 7:30. In __________, let’s tidy the house.
4. The beach was completely __________; there was no one there!
5. The film we saw yesterday evening was __________ Russia in the 17th century.
6. It’s a __________ movie about vampires; you wouldn’t enjoy it.
7. I knew, __________ she walked in, that there was going to be trouble!
8. Do you like science __________ films?
9. The train was so __________ that we decided to wait for the next one.
10. I think that Pete was __________ in Australia, and then his parents moved to Europe.

Unit 10

Now that you have done the Speaking and Writing tasks, revise these words and expressions.

Words from the Speaking Appendix (page 162) and page 102
- favourite relative
- get homesick
- sense of humour
- work outdoors
- quit

Words from the Writing Appendix (page 169) and page 103
- work experience programme
- It seems to me that ...
- I suggest ...
- How about ...
- I’m afraid ...

Complete each sentence with one or two words. The words and expressions above will help you.

1. Philip __________ his job yesterday. He hated working there!
2. I’d love to see you, but I’m __________ I’m not free next Saturday.
3. I love all my family, but my __________ is Uncle Barney.
4. I’ve got an idea! How __________ meeting me at the station?
5. It __________ to me that you should become a vet because you love animals.
6. Sue doesn’t want to __________, so she wouldn’t choose to work as a gardener.
7. If you’re hungry, I __________ you have one of these sandwiches.
8. Harry is good fun; he’s got a great __________ of humour.
9. Our school is organising a work __________ programme.
10. When Theresa first left her hometown, she was worried that she would get __________.
Now that you have done the Speaking and Writing tasks, revise these words and expressions.

**Words from the Speaking Appendix (page 163) and page 112**
- lie on the beach
- hang out with
- make new friends
- peer pressure
- abroad

**Words from the Writing Appendix (page 169) and page 113**
- another point worth mentioning ...
- last, but not least, ...
- in my view, ...
- organise a campaign
- suspension

Complete each sentence with **one or two** words. The words and expressions above will help you.

1. Unfortunately, ______ can sometimes have a bad effect on young people.
2. My sister has travelled to lots of different countries, but I've never been ______.
3. And last, but ______, I’d like to thank Ed for all his hard work.
4. Another point ______ mentioning is that bullies often lose interest if you don’t react.
5. Who do you usually ______ with at weekends?
6. We want to organise a ______ to fight bullying.
7. His ______ from school was caused by his bad behaviour.
8. I just want to ______ on the beach and do nothing!
9. In ______, bullies should be punished.
10. It isn’t easy to make ______ when you change school.

**Unit 12**

Now that you have done the Speaking and Writing tasks, revise these words and expressions.

**Words from the Speaking Appendix (page 163) and page 122**
- leisure facility
- basketball court
- make life easier
- get/be sick of
- face to face

**Words from the Writing Appendix (page 169) and page 123**
- the purpose of this report is ...
- one/a major advantage is ...
- furthermore
- recommendation
- to sum up ...

Complete each sentence with **one or two** words. The words and expressions above will help you.

1. I think Andrew is still at the basketball ______ with his friends.
2. I don’t want to tell Anne over the phone, I’d rather talk to her about it ______.
3. This swimming pool is the town’s newest ______.
4. I’m ______ watching TV; let’s do something else!
5. A ______ of having computers in school is that students can print out their work.
6. To ______, I believe that more laptops should be provided for students.
7. The ______ this report is to discuss the success of the campaign.
8. Students don’t look after the laptops: ______, they use them for online chatting.
9. My ______ is that students should pay for repairs to any equipment they damage.
10. Modern technology has made ______ for many people.